Provides for a one-year prohibition on the sale of air-to-ground munitions used in the conflict in Yemen to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, while providing an exemption for any export or license suspensions that would incur a cost to the United States Government.
Request: Drop amendment in Conference

Prohibits support to and participation in the Saudi-led coalition’s military operations against the Houthis in Yemen.
Request: Drop amendment in Conference

Prohibits funds from the Special Defense Acquisition Fund to aid Saudi Arabia or the United Arab Emirates if such assistance could be used to conduct or continue hostilities in Yemen.
Request: Drop amendment in Conference

Prohibits funds from being used to transfer any defense articles or services to Saudi Arabia or the United Arab Emirates under the emergency authority of the Arms Export Control Act that circumvents congressional review.
Request: Drop amendment in Conference

Provides for a study and reporting by the President on the ability of the United States government to monitor exports of surveillance-related capabilities and their potential for abuse by foreign governments. This includes a review of current procedures and policies, as well as reporting on applications for license to export digital surveillance capabilities.
Request: Drop amendment in Conference

House Amendment 430, Rep. Lieu, Wagner, Malinowski
Requires a report to Congress detailing the U.S. strategy for Libya.
Includes this:
(6) A detailed description of the military activities of external actors in Libya, including Russia, Egypt, France, Qatar, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates, including assessments of whether those activities: (A) have undermined progress towards stabilization, including the United Nations-led negotiations; (B) involve United States-origin equipment and violate contractual conditions of acceptable use of such equipment; or (C) violate or seek to violate the United Nations arms embargo on Libya imposed pursuant to United Nations Security Council Resolution 1970 (2011).
Request: Drop Amendment in Conference
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